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Spring is finally here (officially, at least) and it's time to break out of the fug of winter and put a
spring in your step. Our March box is here to help, starting with the book, 'Energize' by Jo Salter
(yes, we've gone with the English spelling for the box theme!). So many of you loved the Dream
Cream by Erth Skin in our December box so we're delighted to introduce you to another
product in their range: the Wide Awake Avocado Smooth Eye Cream. Finally, we have zingy and
warming chocolate by Coco Chocolatier.

'Energize' by Jo Salter
Now is traditionally the time of the spring clean but this shouldn't
just be limited to our homes, it should also extend to our minds
and bodies. This book looks at all of the different types of energy
we need, from physical energy to creative and emotional energy.
After helping you to work out which areas are feeling depleted, Jo
explains a variety of tips and techniques to help you get your
bounce back in all areas of your life.

Erth Skin Wide Awake Avocado Smooth Eye Cream
One of our favourite brand discoveries of recent months,
Erth Skin offers a range of natural and vegan skincare
products.
The Wide Awake Avocado Smooth Eye Cream blends
Avocado Oil, Shea Butter and Jojoba Oil to smooth, soften
and hydrate the eye area. Packed with antioxidants, the
cream protects the delicate skin around the eyes from the impact of pollution. It will add a soft
bounce to the skin and leave you looking wide awake. To use, apply a pea sized amount and
gently massage in with your index finger.

Coco Chocolatier Rhubarb & Ginger Milk Chocolate
A favourite brand of ours since one of our very first Luxe boxes, Coco
Chocolatier are luxury artisan chocolate makers based in Edinburgh. Their
range of flavours spans everything from Rose & Black Pepper to
Passionfruit, all crafted from the finest South American cocoa. Each bar
comes beautifully wrapped in original designs by independent artists.
Our Energise Box includes a bar of Rhubarb & Ginger Milk Chocolate: a
refreshing fruity sweetness with a warming spice finish.

